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Kaiser Determines

to

WEDNESDAY,

THE European armies
are not bloodthirsty;
they merely are treating each other as they
formerly did tourists.
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CITY EDITION

Take Charge of the

WILSON MUST BE
I ISINFOR MED

CARDEN
MINISTER
TO BRAZIL
CRITICIZES LATEST MEXI-

BRITISH

CAN POLICY

Teutonic Troops Battling in East Prussia
UNITED STATES, AS NEUTRAL NATION, MUST NOT

SHOULD

of Paris, Sept. 16). The German
right wing, in its retreat, abandoned
Soissons yesterday (Monday) at the
same time leaving also the southern
bank of the River Aisne. The German retirement northward continued
during Monday night. The French in
the river.
their pursuit cros-e- d
The French artillery is today heavily In action on the other bank of the
Aisne.
The only thing that breaks HENRY TRAUT FOUND MURDERthe Sabbath-likstillness is the crash
ED IN OFFICE IN TOWN
of artillery concealed at a point
CF HARVARD
scarcely 300 yards from Soissons.
The general staff has authorized
PURSUES SLAYER
the announcement that nowhere along SHERIFF
the line of battle have the British or
French forces won a victory. No de- OFFICER IS KILLED IN PISTOL
tails of the fighting In France are
DUEL AND DEPUTY IS
given out, and it is said that no deWOUNDED
cisive turn of events seems probable
for some time to come.
MAN
GUILTY
SH00TS1SELF

ARMED

THREE MEN DEAD

;

A

NEBRASKA

JUDGE HASTILY IN CHARGES AGAINST GERMANS,

PRESIDENT TELLS THE BELGIAN C0M1ISS
BMELINE

HAS

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

AUSTRIANS CLAIM

An official statement Issued In Paris at 3 o'clock this afternoon stat-ethat the German army was fighting a desperate battle on its front

d

150 MILES OF

THEY HAVE WON

from Noyon, a town on the Ouse river 14 miles northeast of Compiegne,
to a point north of Verdun.
This would Indicate a battlefront of approximately 110 miles, with the
A
extreme west at a point 55 miles northeast of Paris.
The German general staff announced early today that the situation on
was added that the allies have not DEFEAT OF THE INVADING SERVEMPEROR WILLIAM'S TROOPS RE- the west front was still favorable. It
on
battlefront and that the Germans
a
whole
won
the
at
any
point
victory
IAN ARMY IS. ANNOUNCED
CEIVE REINFORCEMENTS
outcome.
to
with
the
could
look
confidence
IN VIENNA
IN
TIME
JUST
A report that the" German emperor wilT go to the scene of operations
In east Prussia, credited to a Berlin correspondent, Is published in Paris.
Si
GERMANS
ASSISTANCE
EXPERT1 GENERALSHIP SHOWN
An . official statement Issued at Vienna declares that the Servian invaders of Hungary have been defeated along the whole llfte.
DEMONTROOPS OF FRArtlS JOSEPH EFLEADERS
TEUTONS'
Demonstrators against Italy's attitude of neutrality were suppressed
FECT JUNCTMFjp WITH THE
STRATE ABILITY TO HANDLE
in
Rome last night.
by the military
;
KAISER'S, .'OCES
TROOPS SUCCESSFULLY
to advices received in Rome, probably from Austrian
According
v
armies'' hi 'Qatida have effoted
sources, twe- HBTlhr'ONWARD
RUSSIANS
BRITISH SGLBIERS ARE BRAVE Rzeszow, 32 miles north of Przemysl.
It is announced at Tokio that Japanese scouts have occupied the railstation five miles from the Bay of Kiao Chow.
REPORTS CONTINU
PETROGRAD
THEY ARE MAKING HEROES OF way
IN
EAST
ED
VICTORIES
OF
DEEDS
BY
THEMSELVES
stories today regarding the Austro-Servia- n here today:
PRUSSIAN CAMPAIGN
VALOR ON THE FIELD
The Austrian
operations.
"During the days of the fourteenth
rear
Vienna, Sept. 16, (via Londo- nLondon, Sept 16 The second great general staff claims to have driven and fifteenth of September the
our
General Hoefer, deputy chief of the
battle in northern France since the the Servians from the province of guards of the enemy, with which
were
were
contact,
in
Austrian general staff, announced to
southbound sweep of the German in- Banat and from the eastern district pursuing forces
of the
main
the
from
body
reinforced
day that the Servian army which
vaders met its check is now apparent- of Slavania. The Servians, however,
German
army.
cacrossed the river Save into Hungary
ly in progress to the northward of the heretofore have shown a marked
"The enemy is engaged In a defenRiver Aisne,. The opposing lines are pacity for reappearing in the same sive battle
defeated along its entire
along their entire front, had been
arrayed from the Argonne hills or better position after these defeats. on which certain of their positions line and that Szerem in Slavonia and
were now clear of the enemy.
through Rethel to Chateau Porceln They now claim they are bombarding show
strong organiaztion. This front Benat
the Hungarian town of Orsova.
and near the practice camp of
is the outermost country of
Szerem
Is bounded by the region of Noyon,
The war Indemnities deniande-by
where the program of the
the Danube and the
between
Slavonia
Aisne
Su
Vic
of
the
to
north
the plains
French summer maneuvers contem- the German froops In towns traversed
is
a region of south-Banat
and
and Solons, the heignts to the north Drave,
a
reach
total
and
in
oo
France
Belgium
large
plated cavalrj training
a em Hungary, the chief town of which
of 1 144,300,000. .Only a very small and to the west of Rhelms, and
scale for this very Oate.
sections are north
line which runs thence to the north la Tomocvn r Both
Whether the Germans purpose to part has been paid.
he the
he
of
of "Ville Sur Tourbee, to the west of
Hun- fight to a finish at this position or
into
advance
Servian
scene
a
of
conIs
which
and
the Argonne region
Great Battle in Progress
plan merely to retrieve tbelr retreat
16. The
German tinued thence beyond tbe Argonne "by garia.
Paris, Sept.
to the River Meuse is not yet clear,
of
who
showare
armies
failed, according to another line, which passes north evabut the German commanders
Russian Arms Successful
been
has
a
that
Varennes,
point
ing the. same ability in keeping their French judgment, to pierce a road
Paris, Sept. 16. The correspondent
and reaches the
forces intact as they showed a fort- for their retreat by way of the fron- cuated by the enemy,
the Havas Agency at Petrograd re
of
of
Meuse
in
the
neighborhood
tier toward Metz, apparently have de- river
night ago.
a
Is north lates how Russian cavalry routed
The German rush into France and cided to fight another great battle for the forest of Forges, which
In the
reserves
of
German
Jftachment
back thus far has brought no decisive supremacy in the territory northeast of Verdun.
in Russian Poland.
"During the pursuit of the enemy vicinity of Radom,
result and until a pitched battle on a of Paris.
to
the assistance of
was
which
going
They have taken up a line almost executed by our. troops after the battle
huge scale is fought and won neither
The Rus
detachment.
Austrian
an
abandoned
Germans
of
the
the Marne,
side is in a position to claim that it as extensive as that of the battle of
In
the
region of Lub
sian operations
has secured more than the opening the Marne, and for the last two days numerous prisoners to our hands; with lin and
Russian Po
in
both
Chama,
abandoned
been
there has been in progress a desper- these men thre had
advantage in the war engagement
out with gTeat
carried
ber
have
who
land,
a
of
multitude
Gerstragglers,
in
large
which the entire
The allies, for the moment, have ate struggle
success, according to this correspond
retrieved their perilous position and man force that made the rapid ad were hidden In the forests.
ent.
The Russian rear guard already
these
of
exact
"No
pris
accounting
have turned the tables on the invad- vance on Paris has been engaged.
at
is
Krasnik, 28 miles southwest of
war
material
or
of
the
oners,
captured
move
eallied
Th
next
the
what
troops, strengthened by
,1s
ers, but the
Lublin
and the AustrianS, demoralized
It
Germans, whose armies are still In new arrivals, also are beln? engaged, by us so far, has been possible.
to retreat.
are
13 for this reason
CQntlnuing
the
minister
that
more
called
or
on
into
their whole strngth being
ground
great force and
The
correspondent says that a Cos
play. Their purpose is to dislodge of war, who does not want to give
less selected by themselves, will do.
Diakoff, belonging to a
consid-enamed
sack
t
rateht
out
which
be
some
seems
figures,
quarters
nothing the Germans, whom in
The debacle for it
ed fantastic, refrains from announc- Ural regiment, captured singlehanded
less in the Austrian armies, means are believed to be suffering from exthree Austrian officers and 19 sol
that Germany will have more and haustion, due to their long continued ing the captures.
diers.
marches
hence
and
on
countermarches,
coupled
more to rely mainly
herself;
Berlin Is Hopeful
there will be a greater central depend- with incessant and fierce encounters
japs Land Forces
Berlin, Sep. 15 (via Copenhagen).ence of events in the eastern and between their tlank and rear guards
Tokio, Sept. 16. The railway staas they retired, and the advance The German general staff announces
western field of operations.
the situation on the west front Is still tion at Kiao Chow, five miles from the
What new forces Germany can put guards of the allies.
favorable. It declares that the French bay of that name and opposite Tsing
Germans Have Best Position
Into the campaign in the western area
GerThe
and English have at no place, on the Tau, the German fortified port, was
positions occupied by the
must henceforth depend in a great
measure on how far she can neglect mans for the second extended en- whole battlefront, won a victory and occupied on September 13 by Japanthe Russian movement on Breslau, the gagement, especially at the western that the Germans can look with con ese scouts, according to an official announcement made today.
capital of the Prussian province of end of their line, appear to be suited fidence to the outcome.
The public has been showing signs
Bilicia.
naturally for the combat, which, acGreece Makes Protests
According to reports today Emper- cording to French military critics, of impatience at the absence of news
or William himself has gone to east will have a far reaching influence In of success from the front. The fact
London, Sept. 16. A dispatch from
Prussia to take chief command of the the future progress of the war. The that the Siberian corps was engaged Athens to the Exchange Telegraph
German armies opposing the Russian Germans are stationed on a great in the fighting at Lyck, east Prussia, company announced that the Greeks
d is
noted with interest here as Indi- have sent a note to Turkey Identical
Invaders. He may have gone there, plateau of undulating country,
but little consideration is attached to
here and there with wooded cating that the mobilization of this with that of the great powers, con
the assertion that he proposes to take heights.
corps must have been accomplished cerning the cancellations of Turkey's
with extraordinary rapidity to enable capitulations.
the active command out of the hands
of a fighting general of the caliber of
it to arrive in Europe within six
Germans are Reinforced
Yon Hindenberg.
Germans Leave Soissons
Paris, Sept. 16. The following offi- weeks after the Russian mobilization
There is the usual diversity cf cial communication was made public order was Issued.
Soissons, France Sept 15 (by way
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TROOPS
IS

FORCE IN VERA CRUZ
IN HIS
NECESSITY,
OPINION

OF 'ORDER

SISTER REPUBLIC WILL SOON BE
IN THROES OF WAR AGAIN,
HE PREDICTS
Washington, Sept. 1G. Secretary
Garrison said today no orders had
been .issued for the withdrawal of th
Mexican border patrol.
The troops
now are engaged in maneuvers and
it was intimated that when those exercises were completed the organizations may return to their home stations.

e

1

MOVE

IN NO SEMBLANCE

TRAGEDY

Belgians Defended Honor
Washington, Sept. 16. The text of
the statement of the Belgian high commission, presented to President Wilson at the White House today by Mr.
Carton de Wiart, was as follows:
"Kxcelleney:
"His majosly, the king of the Belgians, has charged us with a special
mission to the president of the United
States.
"Let me say to you how much we
feel ourselves honored to have been
eslled to express the sentiments of
ovr lUnj; efod of oirr whole nation to
the illustrious statesman whom "tlie
American people have called to the
highest dignity of the commonwealth.
As far as I am concerned, I have
already been able, during a previou3
trip, to fully appreciate the noble vlr-tr.es of the American nation and I am
happy to take this opportunity to ex- piess the admiration with which they
inspired me.
"Ever since her independence was
first established, Belgium has been
declared neutral in perpetuity. This
neutrality, guaranteed by the powers.
has recently been violated by one of
them. Had we consented to abandon
our neutrality for the benefit of one
of the belllgerentB we would have betrayed our obligations towards the
others and it was the sense of our
international obligations, aa well as
tfcat of our dignity and honor that
has driven us to resistance.
"The consequences suffered by the
Eelgian nation were not confined
purely to the harm occasioned- by the
forced march of an invading army.
This army not only seized a great portion of our territory, but it commit
ted incredible acts of violence, tHe nature of which is contrary to the rights
of mankind.
"Peaceful Inhabitants were massa-cied- ,
defenseless women and children
were outraged, open and undefended
towns were destroyed, historical and
religious monuments were reduced to
dust, and the famous library of the
University of Louvain was given to
the flames.
"Our government has appointed a
judicial commission to make an official investigation and determine tbe
re sponsibility, and I will have ., the
honor, excellency, to hand over to you
the proceedings of the Inquiry.
"In this frightful holocaust, which
is sweeping all over Europe, the United States has adopted a neutral atti
tude. And it Is for this reason that
your country, standing apart from
either one of the belligerents. Is in the
beet position to Judge without bias
and partiality the conditions under
which-thwar Is being waged.
"It was at the request, even at the
Initiative of the United States, that
all civilized nations have formuulated
and adopted at The Hague a law reg
ulating the rights and usages of war.
"We refuse to believe that war has
absolved tfle family of civilized powers
of the regh'4yi9 Ko which they have
fre.v Consented.
iSTne American people has always
(Continued from Page Five)

NOT

Ready to Move Troops
Galveston, Tex., Sept. 16 The Unit
ed States army transport Buford arrived here today from San Francisco,
WHEN POSSE CLOSES IN ON HIM via the Panama canaf. She joined the
fleet of transports at the local docks,
UNKNOWN TRAMP BLOWS
which Is awaiting orders to go to Vera
OUT BRAINS
Cruz for troops.
Harvard, Neb., Sept. 36. Three men
Carden's Statement
are dead and one wounded as the re
New York, Sept. 16. Sir Lionel
sult of a tragedy here this morning.
Carden, one time British minister to
The dead are:
Mexico, and recently appointed minHENRY TRAUT, found murdered In ister to Brazil, sailing today on the
hij office.
Celtic for Liverpool, is quoted by tl "
SHERIFF CHARLKS SANDERSON New York City News association
of Clay Center, killed in a running having made the following s!atemrr'.
battle with the murdererj
concerning withdrawal of Am ricu.i
TjXTtN OWN
All Vi .'.vft t o'ok his troops from Vera Cruz:
own life in a field seven wiles nortli '"."It la a 'desperate ahanus that
of here after he had been surrounded United States has eeen fit to abandon
the decent people or Mexico when
by a posse.
Traut was found dead in his office. they most need help. I don't know
Robbery was apparently the motive the reason for this, but it would seem
of the crime. A tramp was locat-fo- r that President Wilson, had been misfor the crime. A tramp was locat- informed In some matters and that
a
short distance from here soon af- If another side of the situation haa
ed
terwards and the sheriff and Deputy been brought to his attention he has
George Phillips started In pursuit. In not seen fit to listen to anything that
a running battle with the tramp San- contradicts those who have told hfns
derson was killed and Phillips wound that the country has been pacified.
"The people who did not get pro
ed. A posse closed in on th murder
er and his body was found In a field. tection lmi Mexico City and elsewhere
He had shot himself through the head. went to Vera Cruz for protection.
What will they do now? They have
no means of getting away and will
be left to the merclea of the lawless
BOER VETERAN IS
element that will immediately run the
town and country."
SHOT
F0L1CE "When It is said that a state of
absolute anarchy exists to Mexico it
is not stating the facts too strongly,"
ALMOST
CRIMINAL CARELESS- continued Sir Lionel.
NESS IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
"There were some 4,000 good poMAN'S DEATH
licemen in the City of Mexico, but
these have been supplanted by an
Cape Town, Union of South Africa, army of 35,000 soldiers that fought
Sept. 16 (via London). General Ja- the federals. Among these are sevcobus Hendrick de la Rey, the well eral thousand wild Yaqui Indiama who
known Boer general, has been acci two months ago fought with bows anil
dentally shot dead near Johannes arrows as the. only weapons they
burg.
knew. Imagine these wild men turnGeneral de la Rey, accompanied by ed loose in the streets of a great city
General Biers, who ha3 just resigned with no law to govern them, and with)
his position as commander-in-chie- f
of the residents at their mercy.
the defense forces of the Union of
"Neither life, liberty nor property
South Africa, was returning yesterday is safe and whenever an officer so
evening by automobile to his farm desires he may turn a family out of
when the police, who were watching its home and commandeer everything.
for a gang of desperadoes known to There Is no redress, for there are no
be using a car similar to that of De courts, no congress, no laws nothing
la Rey, challenged the general. It Is but anarchy, but military des;notism,
evident that neither General De la without even a supreme chief, to overRey nor the men in the car with him see that
"Ouerta had some sort of a govheard the challenge, for they proceedCarranza has none whated without stopping. The police fired ernment
at hte car and a bullet entered Gen- ever. The only claim he has to
eral De la Rey's heart.
greatness lsi his physiquev
The shooting of the general has
YOUNG'S BODY FOUND
caused ,a great sensation throughout
South Africa.
Gallup, Sept 16. The body of John
A Young, who, with Lieutenant J. A.
WIRELESS PLANT CLOSED
Early, was drowned In Lake Mariano
Tuckerton, N J., Sept 16. The big while hunting late Sunday afternoon,
wireless station here, one of the two was found last night, lust as the party
plants' in the United States in direct of searchers was about to abandon
touch with Germany, was closed to- its labors for the night. The searchers
day. The generator had broken down. l.at1 built rafts and while paddling
themselves to shore with long poles
J. E. SULLIVAN DEAD
hit upon the body of Young much
New York, Sept. 16. James E. Sul- nearer shore than they had hunted for
livan, secretary and treasurer cf the jit during the day. The remains were
Amateur Athletic union and Olympic jtr.ken to Gallup wh.re they arrived
commission In the recent OlymjMc about midnight. The body of Lieu ton-Iat :i recovered.
games, died hire today.
Early has tiot yet
-
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52nd. Anniversary Sale.

E. Rosenwald & Son

Thursday Specials
ADVERTISED
THESE SPECIALS IN ADDITION TO THOSE PREVIOUSLY
tale? It is really a liberal education In the
Have you attended our fifty second annivrrsary
and with the many, many bargains
new stylet Just to take a walk through this big store,
we are offering, a visit will certainly te worm wnue.

m

52 Corsets SU65
No doubt you have planned on a new

corset before you buy your fall dresses, as the corset Is really

the

dation of all graceful lines.

foun-

Tomor-

$L Toilet water 45c
This toilet water t one of Andrew
Jcrgen's famous preparations. We offer for tomorrow's selling a full size,
dollar bottle In two scents,
Violet de Lorme,
Crushed Roses.
ANNIVERSARY SALE PRICE 45c

and Thomson's

$2

corsets.

All

are

now fall models,

both high and low busts.
SALE PRICE

Thdm4Bn--

"
i

$165

s

rccovirirrrNC"
CORSETS.

EPNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 19H.

fighters and the perilous escape of
the gladiators from tbtlr rendezvous
when hemmed in by the Romans are
so realistically and vividly visualized
on the screen as to thrall all the beholders.
This photodrama, as have been all
Us predecessors presented by George
Keline and which it Is declared to
outrank as an absorbingly interesting
attraction, was productd by a famous
Italia ncompany. Its masters of pa
tomime and expression such as only
the Italian school creates delineate
this gripping and thrilling narrative
with 1U aura of fighting and romance
in such a dramatically powerful manner that at times it is with difficulty
that the illusion of the camera is
maintained.

KJ

;B1

3,50 Sweater Coat
$2,59
These cool evenings and mornings
arn ideal sweater coat weather so we
are offering for Thursday, $3.50
Sweater Coats In

Yard wide, all wool, dress plaids,
beautiful new color combinations.
Suitable for dresses, skirts or trimmings. On sale tomorrow at 78c yard.
In

WREAK

PUNISHMENT

DESTROYER

UPON THE

OF THE

PLYMOUTH

Berlin, Sept. 16 (via Copenhagen
and London). It is officially announced that on the morning of September
13 the small cruiser Pela was sunk
by a torpedo from a hostile submarine. Almost the whole of the crew
were saved.
The German cruiser Pela was a
small protected cruiser of 2,040 tons.
She was 328 feet long and carried a
crew of 178 men.

Good Marksmanship
London, Sept. 15. The Scotsman to
day states that the German subma
rine which sank the British cruiser
Pathfinder has itself been sunk. On
Wednesday last, according to the pa
9c pr. $4.50 to lO.OO Children's
Children's l5c Hose
per, a part of the British fleet oj the
Coats
.....$3.98
23c pr.
White,
lookout for German submarines be
39d house Slipperi
$12,50 to 15.00 Women's
Black
came aware of the near presence of
$10.98
12
Coats
Outing Flannel 9c yd.
Cardinal and
one. The British vessels divided when
$1.18
Gloves
Oxfords,
the submarine appeared with only Its
lO yds. American Prints 58c $1.50 Kid
$1.67 seme are plain model3, others have
$2.25 Blankets
periscope Bhowing.
$1.25 yd wide Messaline. . 89c 1 lb good Talcum Powder 9c collars and belts.
With grim patience the British crui
sers waited for the reappearance of
tne submarine, which occurred in a
dramatic fashion. By some miscalcuLtt4 Voaa'LoadingStoro
lalion, probably in a final effort to
escape the cruisers, the submarine's
conning tower and upper structure
suddenly appeareojn the midst of the
SoutHSidoPlaja
British vessels. Artie conning tower
had hardly broken the surface of the
water when tb first BUih sin
marked it. The doomed vessel was
within range of seevn British cruis
CASES
SCHOOL CHILDREN
ers and from every one of them guns
OIL
IN
HAN
SOAKED
crashed out. In ten seconds seven
entered the frail shell of the
IN SANT4 FE COUNTY PLEASED DY PICTURES shots
BID
submarine.
jUVDJORNED

78c ydm

....
....

$259

l--

&.$o$enwt&6 Son,

Job Work

o
o
o
o
o

To

Ask us for a Copy

The Optic Office

kT CWMIM

IS

ACCUSA-TIO-

FRIGHTFUL ATROCITY
OF BELGIANS AGAINST
GERMANS

Your

Brir

A

1,00 Dress Phtds 78c yd

New Wooltex Style Book
IS FREE

OOGOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
M MARINE o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

row wo place on sale several models
in Royal Worchester

Vi

SESSION OF THE DISTRICT COURT
IS EXPECTED TO BE
BUSY

PERFORMANCE
OF "SPARTACUS"
AT THE BROWNE IS LARGELY ATTENDED

ADVOCATES SEGREGATOIN
Santa Fe, Sept 16. Mr. and Mrs.
A. 9. Orne, whet are engaged In child
welfare and prison welfare work, trav-

over the country for that
Santa Fe, Sept. 16. The district The city schools were dismissed eling all
London, Sept 16 The official press
tlio forenoon Inspect
purpose,
spent
court grand Jury organized today with earlier than usual this afternoon In
tlie penitentiary, it being the last
ing
bureau acting for the Belgian legation Luis E.
Alarld as foreman. Pedro order to allow the pupils to attend of the
penal institutions of the states
in London has made public the second Alarid has been named court interp- the
performance of "Spartacus" at of the union they have covered. Dr.
apcommittee
report of the Belgian
folk
German reter and Albert Clancy temporary tbe Browne theater. The young
Orne pronounced conditions under
pointed to inquire Into alleged
Manuel were delighted with the picture, which
stenographer.
jury
grand
disIn
the
Warden J. B. McManns as exemplary
atrocities at Louvain and
Montoya, Juan Manuel Angel and on account of its historic accuracy, and as jjojod as he has found them
Mallnes.
around
trict
Romolo Benavides, bailiffs. Judge M. doubtless will prove of value to them
anywhere in the United States. BeThis report reviews incidents hereMechem named Henry S. Allison when studying the classics in later fore
adds
It
but
coming to Santa Fe he visited
tofore generally reported,
will te life. The second production of the
on which court crier. The grand jury
state
the
reform school at Springer
evidence
and
documents
the
In session each, day from 9 at m. to feature film here will occur tonight
and found it excellently managed by
its conclusions rest. The committee 5:34 p. m., and Judge M. C. Mechem
"Spartacus1," George Kleine's latest the
4tnAa
superintendent and' matron hut
that- on entering Louvain the instructed It
iu u
to investigate masterpiece in animated photography,
especially
Germans requisitioned board and lodg gun toting, Sunday and liquor law vio photodramatlcally and delectably tells recommends that Its name be chang
ed to state Industrial school and that
ing. German troops took possession lations, compulsory school attendance of historic, tragic and romantic events
of the caBh In all the Louvain banks, enforcement, the condition of county attendant upon the revolt of the glad it be moved away from the railroad
to some rural district, at the same
burst open houses and pillaged and offices and county buildings.
iators against Roman domain.
time
The
excesses.
report
strengthening its Industrial de
other
committed,
The cases- to be brought to the atThe Interesting historical occurrenthen relates with considerable detail tention of the grand jury will not be ances on which this motion picture partment Dr. and Mrs. Orne left to
day for Albuquerque, where they ex
two alleged Instances '.n which women of much importance or many, how- classic is built are seasoned with
wt.re outraged by German soldiers ever, although an attempt may be flavor of romanticism that cannot pect to spend two weeks, seeking to
and asserts that there have been in made to investigate the horrible fail to suit the taste of the most fas interest people in a juvenile court
law, examining into jai's and hos
stances where women and children lynching of some months ago.
tidious devotees of. the photodrama,
and also Investigating the red
have been stabbed with bayonets and
The petit jury will not be empanel It deals charmingly with the unfalter pitals
district.
Dr. Orne is an advolight
Is
cited
case
One
off.
cut
their legs
ed before next Monday.
Several im ing love of Spartacus, gladiator and
where a workman, covered with kero- portant criminal cases have been set Thracian prince, for the daughter of cate of segregation and makes no
nto a burning On Monday, September 21, the mur the Roman consul, Crassus, the mar bones about his opinions on that sub
sene, was thrown
house.
der case of the State vs. Cumaclndo velous virility of the erstwhile bar ject
Of the burning of Louvain, the ra- - Garcial will be called. It had been baric potentate having fascinated and
MOVIE MAN POPULAR
remanded by the state supreme court, enamored her. His overpowering love
port says:
Santa
Fe, Sept. 1ft. The motion pic
"Everything tends to prove that Ger- On Friday, the same week, the case for her proved no greater than that
ture
of the exposition commis
outfit
fired
man regiments, through mistake,
of the State vs. Juan Archuleta, for of the woman. It eventuates In her
at one another. At once the Germans criminal assault, has been set, as well successful effort to save him from sion has been successful in securing
fine films at the Aztec and Farming- began bombarding the town, pretend- aa the two cases against J. E. Brax a terrible death in the arena that of
ton fairs, and today is at the Navajo
on
their
fired
civilians
lionsL
had
checkst
The
worthless
ton, for uttering
ing that
being torn to pieces by
fair
at Shlprock, where Superintend
troops, a suggestion denied by all wit- The three bribery cases against Leg perishing In his stead of a Jealous
has arranged for oppor
Shelton
ent
nesses."
islators Luis R. Montoya, Manuel Cor rival who had conspired to bring
To spread the fire in Louvain, the dova and Julian Trujlll, will go Over Snartacus to the trade death thall tunities to take a number of epochChase
Bell,
Thai
making pictures,
report charges, Germans entered pending the decision of the supreme was mMed out tn. him - cv4.
rjyiflvuv the
houses and threw hand grenades. Thq court In the J. P. Lucero appeal. The both
moving picture operator, made a
"sensational
that
ftnd
dramas
the Sam Juan county seat la ap
at
hit
commission contends that from sev. Case ot the State vs, Abel Benavides Wiis tb
spectators spellbound, but parent from) the following telegram
eial places in Belgium the male popu- for flourishing a weapon, tn a settle Carries with it no feeling of repul from R. M. Jackson, editor of the San
,
lation has been sent to Germany and ment, has also been continued The sionthe horror of the arenlc atroc Juan Democrat:
forced to work at harvesting, as If murder case against Claude Cooley of ity being lost in the exultation of the
"That fellow Bell Is sure some
Rio Arriba county, to be tried in spectators that Spartacus was saved
.
they were slaves.
on a free show
cleevr
boy. He
Sant., Fe county on a change of and restored to the arms ot his de in front of the pat stand at Aztec
grand
MCDONALD IS BETTER
venue and reversed and remanded by voted sweetheart
that was the hit of the fair. The peo
Santa Fe, Sept
the supreme court, will probably be Gladaforial combats In the presence ple are all talking about it yet It
Governor B. ( ge Baca came over continued on account of the serious of morbid thousands, who are portray was the biggest treat to the people
ed enthusing over the agonized suf in
from Las Vegas last night to dispose illness of the defendant
many years."
fering and martyric deafhs of the Ti
matters
routine
On September 19 Bell will reach
of a number of
Shield
and
sword
short
to
was
of
the
tans
Pete Kniseley, who
expected
to take films of the Indian
of the absence of Governor
of the spectators Laguna
from the stata However, Got-- do aheap of heavy clouting for the keep the interest
dance
there
and from, there win go
a feverish pitch Shambles resun- to
ernor McDonald has so far recovered Cubs, has failed to deliver. Earlier at
the
lower
Pecos
valley for a week's
l!iflTl
. AS
va
fV
mf
ii..
in the hospital at Durnngo that he iejin the season Pete did wonderful work
round-uof
picturesque sights
tween the Romans and the arenic
erpectfd home on Thursday evening.! with the stick in the Southern league.
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ENGLISH

assistance. Noteworthy among these
Is a letter to his lordship, signed by
the Marchioness of Londonderry, president, and the Duchess of Abercorn
and the Dowager Marchioness of
and Ava, vioe presidents, placing the organization of the Ulster
women's unionist council at the disposal of his lordship for purposes of
relief.
The council with its affiliated associations and members, forms a unique
organization for investigation, registering and dealing with all cases of
want or suffering, and for dispensing
such relief as may be found necessary,
A large number of mansions and
other large houses owned by Ulster
peers and other leading families have
been placed at the disposal of the government for hospitals, while all the
public bodies who control the present
hospitals have allocated portions of
the establishments for the sick and
wounded in case of necessity.
Unfortunately the industrial outlook
gives the dark side of the picture. At
Harland and Wolff's shipyard In Bel
fast the 6taff, which numbered about
16,000 before the war, has hern large
ly reduced. The20,000 hands employed in the weaving end of the great
linen Industry were on half time during the past week, and will foe the
same during the coming week. Almost 3,000 men engaged In the engi
neering trade were thrown out of em
ployment, and as many more put on
reduced hours.

for the success of England
and her allies. The same afternoon
amid scenes of enthusiasm John Red
mond, accompanied by Mrs. Redmond,
colors to the Maryboro
presented
corps of the Irish volunteers among
the assembled corps of Queen's coun-

Duf-ferl-

ty.

NATION
WAR BREAKS DOWN ENMITY FOR
THE GOVERNMENT THAT
RULES THEM
Dublin,

Sept.

16.

The sympathies

of nationalist as well aa unionist Ireland are entirely with England and
lier allies in. the present war. The
troops in their movements about the
country are everywhere received with
nthusiasm. Many national volun
teers have offered themselves for
service.
The Roman Catholic bishop of
in a letter which was read in all
the churches of his diocese last Sunday, says that it is the duty of his
flock as faithful Christians and loyal
citizens of the great empire to which
they are proud to belong to offer

Kil-dar- e,

Give Your Blood
The Vital Spark
Drive Out Impurities and
Make the Skin Smooth
and Clear.

Tolsons In the blood, so undermine tbe
health aa to leave the system in a low
Btato of resistance. But use S. 8. 8. for
a brief time and you flare up the vital
spark of blood vlprnr. It sweeps Its way
nil through the body, dislodges rheumatism,
relieves catarrhal congestion,
clears the
throat and bronchial tubes, dries up all
Kkin eruptions, enables the kidneys, liver,
bladder and lungs to work promptly and
effectively In carrying Impurities out of the
circulation. S. S. S. Is the best known
medicine for the blood and has the confidence of a host of people.
They know
It 4s harmless to the stomach and experience has shown that it accomplishes all
that was ever expected of mercury, Iodide
of potash, arsenic and other destructive
minerals.
Get a bottle of S. S. 8. today at any
druggist. Kead the important folder wrapIt tells of the
ped around the bottle.
medical

work being done by a famous

de-

partment, with aids and helps that have
proven of wonderful value to those sufFor a special
fering with blood diseases.
book on the subject written by an expert,
address The Swift Specific Co., 57 Swift
For nearly half a
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
century 8. 8. S. has been the safeguard
of a myriad of people who are living examples of what wonders can be accomplished
by this famous blood purifier. Get a bottle
today but refuse all substitutes.

In making the presentation Mr.
Redmond said the volunteer move- men twas thoroughly national in Its
character and sprang into existence
Irish
spontaneously to safeguard
rights. It would maintain these rights
for every section and every class.
Continuing, he said:
"Recently I took the liberty of saying In the English house of parliament that for the first time in the
history of the connection between Ireland and England iti was safe for England today to withdraw her armed
troops from our country, und that the
sons of Ireland themselves north and
south, Catholic and Protestant, and
whatever the origin of their race,
Willialmite, Cromwellite or old Celtic
would stand shoulder to shoulder
to preserve the good order and peace
of Ireland and defend her shores
against any foreign force. I am glad
to recognize the response that my
words have evoked frgm every part
I have received assurof Ireland.
ances from the Irish volunteers that
they accepted my suggestion and that
they were ready to fulfill the duty
that I Indicated.
"You ought to "he proud that you,
the sons and grandsons of men' who
were shot down for daring to arm
themselves, have lived to see the day
when, with the good will of the democracy of England, you are arming
yourselves in the light of heaven and
when in all your actions you can feel
that you have at your back and on
your side the sympathy, of every nation in the world, and the good will,
at last, thanks be to God, of the people of England and Great Britain."
"At a gathering of 55,000 Irish national volunteers from all parts of
County Meath, and some from County
Louth, at Slane, County Meath, on
Saturday, the services of the volunteers were offered for the defense of
the country, and fealty was pledged to
Mr. Redmond.
T. P. O'Connor, writing on the pros
pects of peace in Ireland, says:
"Ireland is won for the English pec--;
pie unless she Is cast back Into the
old abyss of suspicion and disappointment by the betrayal of her hopes.
Her sons will rush now to the flag as
they have done so often before in
British history; and Germany's miscalculations with regard to a hostile
Ireland will be disappointed. It is a
golden bour; in God's name, do not let
It pass; this is my appeal to British
lories as well as to British liberals."
From all classes of the community
the lord mayor has received offers of

nJD
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SWASTIKA COAL

ANSWER

THE CALL

East Las Vegas People Have Found
That This Is Necessary
A cold, a strain, a sudden wrench,
A little cause may hurt the kidneys.
Spells of backache often follow,
Or Borne irregularity of the urine.
A splendid remedy for such attacks,
A medicine that has satisfied thou
sands
Is Doan's Kidney Pills, a special
kidney remedy.
Many East Las Vegas people rely
on it.

Here is East Las Vegas proof.
Mrs. Garfield Fishburn,

417

Tenth

Vegas, says: "The
worth of Doan's Kidney Pills has been
fully demonstrated by their use In our
(home. . Besides my own experience,
one other of our family has used
Doan's Kidney Pills and the results
We
have been, highly satisfactory.
know they are a fine kidney

St, East Las

Mm
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ID. T. Hosklni, Cashier.

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL STOCK

-

-

$30,000.00

Office with the San Miguel National Bank
HATDOH--

.

H.

1

President

Tbe Preside!

W. KELLY

a V.

semi-annua-

-

'

.

HORKINI

Interest PeJd On Deposits

.

. TrtSLiurw

l

$119,-488.2-

$S38,-88t.0-

.

The

Suction CJeaner

y

is the most practical,

The

efficient

and satisfac-

It is as its name implies, absolutely

tory electric sweeper on the market.

simple; there are no complicated parts, nothing to get out of order.
You can. use the OHIO SIMPLICITY

In

every room.

It weighs only
Yet while It

ten pounds and attaches to any lighting fixture or socket
Is light, portable, and simple in design, It will do

the

work of

vacuum cleaner costing three or four times as much money.

A

big

demonstra-

tion will prove this.
Own a

Heart, Float
ing Specks
These are signs of kidney and blad
der trouble. You'll have headaches
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kidney Pills at once. Your miserable
sick feeling will he gone. You will
sleep well, eat well and grow strong
and active again. Try them. O. G
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
SCHOOLS ARE

Ohio-Simplicit-

Makes Child's Play of Cleaning Day.

lute sanitation

Dizzy Head, Fluttering

Vice-Preside-

O.

TOTAL
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r.r

FREE

URGE

REACHED
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A ICOUPLE

a number of first grade teachers, but last night by the ringing of liberty the world's demand for hops, but
none but first graders will do. There bells and the pronouncement of the American brewers will doubtless turn
p.r five to six extra schools In the "grito" (shout),
which was first out a vastly increased
quantity of
county this year needing eight to ten given by the martyred soldierpresi-den- t beer to be exported to countries in,
extra teachers.
Hidalgo on tre night of Septem- South America and the Orient that
Professor M. J. Garrett of La Mesa ber 15, 1810. No disorder of any kind formerly received their supplies from
The Germany and Austria. The eliminahlgn school, Dona Ana county, reports has thus' far been
reported.
an increase of one hundred per cent 'I'grito" in the capital was given by tion of the European supply of both
in attendance.
First Chief Carranza. A throng of the raw and the manufactured articles-IMiss Hesther Keamore sends word many thousands were present on the
bound to have an important effect
that 25 pupils have been enrolled in plaza facing the national palace when on the price of hops in Oregon and
TWO AND A HALF MILLION DOL the hish school at Elida, Roosevelt General Carranza rang out the bell the neighboring states. The grower
and commemorated the act of the first are unanimous in the prediction that
county.
LARS WERE TAKEN IN
three Mexican patriots. Today, being this will be the best year they have
IN PAST YEAR
Keeps Your Liver Healthily Active independence day, was observed as a ever had. In the season just endod
A man In Kentucky just told a general holiday in all parts of the re- the United States imported about
Arizona will benefit to the extent
Tonight congress assembles 1,500,000 pounds of German and Ausof about $120,000 from the past fiscal friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets public.
l
Us
were
for
most
the
session.
trian hops. Thig ymr the American
wonderful medicine
year's receipts from national forests
brewers will have to content themin the 'state. This includes, however, that had entered his system. Said he
selves with the domestic article enHow's This?
more than $30,000 received from the would not be without them. Neither
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re tirely. As the brewers have alwaya
sale of timber from state school lands would you. If you had ever tried them.
but logged under the regulations of A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for ward for any case of Catarrh that can- claimed that foreign ftops go twice a
the forest service. The figures have chronic constipation or for an occa- not be cured by Hall' sCatarrh Cure. far as Americans, this will mean an
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ol. added requirement of about 20,000
just been compiled by the department sional purge. O. G. Schaefer and Red
We, the undersigned, have known F. bales on normal consumption.
of agriculture.
The total receipts Cross Drug Store. Adv.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
licm Arizona's national forests were
NEW TRAIN CONNECTIONS
believe him perfectly honorable In all Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks?
derived almost equally
$284,323.94,
Santa Fe, Sept 16. Corporation business transactions and financially
Persons who are subject to bilious
from lumber and forage, with some
thing over $15,000 in receipts from Commissioner Hugh H. Williams was able to carry out any obligations made attacks will be interested In the exvarious special uses and from water notified today by C. H. Bristol, gen his firm.
perience of Mrs. Louise Shunke,
BANK- OF COMMERCE,
NATIONAL
eral
while
ihat
close
superintendent,
Frankfort, N. Y., "About five years
power development.
the
Deducting
Toledo, O.
ago I suffered a great deal from Indi$30,730.58 received from timber sold connection had heen made at Colfax
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter- gestion and biliousness," she Bays. "I
from school lands and returned to the and French between Santa Fe and St
state for the benefit of its school Louis, Rocky Moutain and Pacific nally, acting directly upon the blood began taking Chamberlain's Tablets
fund, the receipts from the federal trains, bo that only five times during and mucous surfaces of the system. and they relieved mo at once.'' For
DV au dealers.
Adv.
forest land amounting to $253,593.36. August, the trains missed each other, Testimonials sent free. Price 7 cents 'j,,
Under the law 25 ipef cent of this there Is such a strong sentiment in per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiIs returned to the state to be expend- favor of changing the time of the
MISSISSIPPI
TO IMPROVE
Adv..
pation.
ed in the counties In which the for- fains and making Raton instead of
Stillwater,
Minn., Sept. 16 The Upests are situated, for the benefit of Ule Park the lay over so that the
per Mississippi River Improvement
schools and roads. This amounted to Rocky Mountain road's trains connect
ROAD PAYS LICENSES
association convened in annual ses- An additional 10 per cent with Santa Fe No. 8 going, and Nos.
$G3,398.34.
Panta Fe, Sept. 16. The only remit- - iBion here today with delegates in at- of the receipts Is expended locally by 9 and 10 coming, that It Is likely that tar.ee
received today by State Treas- cities and
the secretary of agriculture for roads a new time card will be issued to that urer O. N. Marron' was $200 from the j tendance from leading
towns
of Illinois, Iowa, Missouri,
and trails for the convenience of the effect, doing away with the connecPacific, on liquor licenses Iconsin and Minnesota. The conven- public. The contribution of Arizona's tions at Colfax and French.
for buffet cars passing through New tion will remain in session two days.
forests to this road fund is $25,339.34,
Mexico.
The project for a canal connecting
making the total sum by which the Cost Kept Down Suallty Kept Up
T "ke
Superior w!''i the upper Mis- state benefits through federal adminNo better medicine could be made
CITROLAX
Is one of the principal buI- istration of the national forests
for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness,
Users say it is the ideal, perfect jects scheduled for consideration by
This is the second largest tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than laxative drink. Ml J.
Perkins, Green 'the convention.
sum which any state can show; Mon- Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Bay, Wis., says "I have used pills,
natana, which had far the largest
That's why they can't Improve the oils, salts, etc., but were all disagreetional forest timb r sales, is about quality, and war or no war, the price able and
Little Girl Cured of a Cold
unsatisfactory. In Citrolax 1
$10,000 ahead of Arizona.
remains the same. No opiates. Don't have found the ideal laxative drink."
'"Two years ago my little girl caught
The total receipts from all national take substitutes, for Foley's Honey For sick
headache, sour stomach, lazy a hard cold which went to her lungs
the
forests
country and Tar is the best. O. Gi Schaefer liver, congested bowels, Citrolax Is ar.l ehe coughed almost constantly. I
throughout
amounted to nearly two and a half and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross got her a bottle of Chamberlain's
millions of dollars, the exact figures
Cough Remedy. The beenficlal effect of
Drug Store. Adv.
being $2,437,710.21, of which the states
this remedy was promptly demonstratMEXICO'S NATIONAL HOLIDAY
receive directly or indirectly
ed and this one bottle cured her,"
HOPS TRADE EXPECTS BOOM
City of Mexico, Sept. 16. The one
not liMhiding the sums turned hundred and fourth, anniversary of
Portland, Ore., Sept 1G. Not only writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy, Huntingover to Arizona and New Mexico for Mexico's independence was initiated will the Pacific coast be called upon ton, InS. For sale by all dealers.
the sale of tim,ber from school lands throughout the republic at 11 o'clock this season to supply a large part of Adv.
In those states
The new forests recently purchased in the east have already begun to furnish returns, and
receipts from their use amounted to

.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
oo of In
D. W9 G OiiD ON exnzM-i-

I. M. Cunningham, Preside
frank Springer,

THREf

-

Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
ask for a kidney remedy get $3,793.59.
Doan's Kidney Pills the Bame that
Mrs. Fishburn recommends. Foster Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar
Adv.
a soothing
Compound. . It spreads
as
it
glides down the
healing coating
PROGRESSIVES ARE ACTIVE
throat, and tickling hoarseness, and
The Wash- nervous hacking, are quickly healed.
. Philadelphia, Sept. 16.
ington party, which is the official de- Children love It tastes good and no
signation of the progressive party in opiates. A man In Texas walked 15
Pennsylvania, Is planning for an un miles to a drug store to get a bottle.
usually active campaign from now un Best you can buy for croup and brontil the November electiom, Colonel chial coughs. Try It. Adv.
Roosevelt has accepted an invitation
to make a tour of the state, in the
VERDICT SET ASIDE
course of which he will speak in many
Santa Fe, Sept." 16. The district
of the principal cities. Besides Mr. court today set aside the verdict for
Roosevelt, the campaign managers $4,500 damages In the case of Thayer
will secure a number of progressive vs. the Denver & Rio Grande railroad
leaders from other states to assist in and granted a new trial of the case.
the fight.
Thayer was injured in Colorado while
in the employ of the company and
blamed the accident upon a defective
brake. At one time the railroad company could have compromised the
case for $75, It Is said, hut refused to
CAPITAL PAID IN

WOOD

MOST HEAT FORYOUR

.

the: armory-

AT

.prayers

TO

16, 1914.

Remember the Benefit
BASEBALL ESMPJQE Tfouiirsetlsiy MBgM

Thursday
IRISH ARE LOYAL

SEPTEMBER

IP

and you are assured of two things
of your home and freedom from drudgery of sweeping.

and your family will be healthier;
over.

and the hours of

broom-slaver- y

We have whittled the price down to the lowest point;

made the terms of purchase so easy
paying

abso-

that you

You

will be
we have

will hardly know you

are

at all.

LET US DFMONSTRATE IT.

IMPROVED

Santa Fe, Sept 16. That the citi
zens of Lake Valley, Sierra county,
have decided to put In a school library
wa3 the welcome tidings" received to
day by the department of education.
The new six room modern school
building in the mining camp of Mocom
been
has
Socorro
county,
golion.
p'.tted and Is ready for the furniture
and equipment
R. R. Larkln reports that the East
Las Vegas public Bchool has just put
in a complete domestic science equip
ment complementing its manual train- in c outfit.
Miss Eckels, county superintendent
of Grant county, sent in a demand for

Las Vegas Light
&

Power Co,
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ports of $10O,0iK) at this port and a
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decrease in dities collected of
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$900,-000-

CATTLEMAN

HARASSED

SEPTEMBER

ACCUMULATING

16, 1914

GOLD

DUNN-WATSO-

by W. R-- Glass of Wichita to Sher-- !
man Culbertson; by George E- - Clark
of Selwing, O., to Emma Herold; by
Henry T. Stanton of Webster, Mo., to'

WEDDING

N

Rijh' Rose ind filver

She

Pickard China

nek Self
The Boston figures for August are
NOT LIFE'S CHIEF END IS CELEBRATED TODAY Frank J- - Relfling He also signed an '
BY DARING THIEVES
drtrfaly
ESTABLISHED 1871
vith jppropriofc
more striking yet, for the imports at
dfcorjtcd
order of distribution of $120 to the
that port in August test year were
POPU
pueblo of Isleta San Felipe and $175
UNITES
CEREMONY
Publiai.va by
THERE
QUIET
SAYS
REPORTS BISHOP HUGHES
only $7,271,000 and last month they E&PERANZA HERRERA
Isleta. In the case of Beryl Eidson
to
LAS
AND
CO.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
LAR GASCON GIRL
ARE BETTER THINGS THAN
THE LOSS OF TWENTY-FIVwere $11,054,000, or $3,7S3,00O greater
al ts. the Victor American Fuel
et
MAN
VEGAS
(Incorporated) .
WEALTH
ANIMALS
than under the Payne tarirr, but with
leave was given to file an
company,
increase in imforthwith and de
amended
Ed !ior. more than $3,500,000
M. M. PAOGETT.
complaint
Miss
3
afternoon
this
leco'clock
At
Bishop Edwin H. Hughes, who
Esperanza Herrera reported to the
ports the amount of duties collected
to. plead to Jur
ordered
was
fendant
was married
decreased $082,000!
sheriffs office this morning that he tured at the Normal auditorium last Marie L. Dunn of Gascon
ten
within
averments
isdictional
Selected China decorated In taste
a
This happens when tariff bunglers has been robbed of 21 head of cattle night before a large audience on the to Mr. Wallace N. Watson, dispatchdays.
Rev.
Fe
Santa
the
er
of
railway,
for
throw open the doors to foreign com- and four calves, a part of a herd that subject, "A Religious Conception
in the famous studios of "Pickard."
of Sapello officiating.
petition by removing duties from rev- he was grazing on the prairies near Wealth," had much to Bay about Father Krayer
The most attractive tableware made.
Entered at tne postotflce at East enue producing imports and loverlng the reservoir site on the mesa north greed in the abstract and rich men Tbe ceremony took place at the home
sisand
brother
Mexico
New
for
bride's
of
the
in
Lai Vega,
particular.
duties on other articles of consump of the city.
whose money is their all.
BETTER ADDRESSES
See our new decorations.
through the United State tion. The country will endure the
He cited the various American wars ter, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Adams, on Hot
morning Herrera went among
Friday
mlM aa tecoad class matter.
war with what fortitude it can com hid cattle, and noted the absence oi in illustration of greed, telling first Springs boulevard, before a few of
mand and it will also summon all its seeral head, which lei him to make ot the early colonial wars whicb had the' relatives and Intimate friends of
NEEDED ON MAIL
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
resolution to bring about a change in a careful count with the result that their Inception in an effort to control the couple.
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
Mrs. Watson has a wide circle of
tariff policies at the earliest oppor- lis found himself shy lust 23 animals. the world trade in furs and pelts, and
Dally, by Carrier
is the POSTMASTER SAYS THE PUBLIC
1 05 tunity.
The theft may have occurred in the then the revolution, which was the friends in Las Vegas. She
far Copy
His body was oadly crushed
C.onke.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
o
.16
of
the
of
continued
of
parent
the
daughter
Dae Week
or
or
culmination
lave
SHOULD LEARN HOW TO
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son's peace proposal was laid on the
11
9
0
Pittsburgh
William R. Smith and wife of
table. Officers of the union express
Batteries:
Benton, Lear and GonKan., are among the latest tour- ed confidence that the peace
plan zales; Adams and Gibson.
ist arrivals.
would be adopted later In the day.
Federal League
Leandro Sena of Santa Rosa Is stop-pin- g
A fight over a proposal to refer
R.H.B
At
Pittsburgh
time.
a
for
local
a
short
hotel
at
President Wilson's strike plan to a Chicago
6 11 0
vote of the local union developed at
0 4 1
Pittsburgh
today's session of the convemtlon of
Hendrix and Wilson;
Batteries:
the Colorado ooal miners.
Barger and Roberts.
C. F. J. McDonald, a delegate from
R. H.E.
Lafayette, offered a motion putting
At Brooklyn
the convention on record In favor of Indianapolis
9 H 2
truce, but Brooklyn
3
2 10
adopting the three-yea- r
leaving the final decision to a refer
Batteries: Kaiserling and Raridan;
endum vote, the returns to be report- Finnneran, Mariani and Owens.
ed not later than September 25.
James Lord, president of the minR. H.E.
1
At Buffalo
1 6 1
ing department of the American Fed- Buffalo
For Fall and Winter should be
eration of Labor, urged Immediate St. Louis
0 6 1
J
and decisive action by the convention.
Batteries: Krapp and Blair; Davenordered now.
"This is the greatest opportunity port and Simon.
that ever crossed the path of the
We have a complete line of forR. H. E.
working class," he declared. ReferrAt Baltimore
eign and domestic suitings, com5 7 0
ing to the recent copper miners' Kansas City
strike in Michigan he said:
11 15 2
Baltimore
prising all the latest weaves, and
"The Michigan people at one time
Batteries:
Johnson, Hennlng and
'
could have had a favorable
and Jacklitsch.
Enzenroth;
Bailey
at right prices.
but they neglected to take advantage of their opportunity. Finally
Western League
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
the relief stopped coming In and they
R.H.E.
At Denver
were starved into the mines. Now Des Moines
receive special care.
8 10 3
.
1
conditions are 50 per cent worse Denver
6 11
there than they were befora the Batteries:
and
Haley;
Hogan
strike."
Schreiber, Gaskill and Spahr.
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ates are last In team batting and first Topeka
and
Zabaugh;
Batteries:
Tipple
in fielding.
Dashner and Tonneman, Cochran.
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R. H. E.
At Lincoln
5 4
Lincoln
3
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St). Joseph
Jordan and Blackburn;
Batteries:
Sterzer, Willey, and Schang, Agnew.
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fease of its sovereignty and independence, it deems It a duty to bring to
the attention of the civilized world the
Innumerable grave breaches of right
of mankind of which it has been a

ktlm.
"At the very moment we were leaving Belgium the king recalled to us
his trip to the United States and the
vivid and strong impressions your pow
erful and virile civilization left on his
mind.

'Our faith in your fairness, our con
fidence in your Justice, In your spirit
of generosity and sympathy, all these
dictated our present mission."
Mr. Carton de Wiart handed to Mr.
Wilson the result of Ihe official In
quiry lnstltutea Dy tne ueigian government showing In detail the destruction done In Belgium.
President Receives Commission

The Belgian commiss'on which came
to protest against alleged
German
atrocities in Belgium was received In
the east room of the White House today by President Wllaon. Accompanied by Minister Havenithl, the commissioners arrived at the state hour,
just before 2 p. m. and were received
by Secretary Bryan, who took them
over to the White House. President
n
said to the commissioners:
"Permit me to say with what sin
cere pleasure I receive you as repre
sentatives of the king of the Bel
gians, a people for whom the people
of the United States feel so strong a
friendship and admiration, a king for
a
whom they entertain so sincere
respect, and expres3 my hope that
we may have many opportunities of
earning and holding their regard.
You are not mistaken In believing
that the people of this country love
Justice, see the true paths of progress and have a passionate regard for
the rights of humanity.
"It-Irather of profound pride to
me that I am permitted for a time to
represent such people and to be their
pokesman, and I am honored that
'cur king should have turned to me
in time of distress as to one who
would wish, on behalf of the people
whom he represents, to consider the
clpims to the Impartial sympathy of
mankind of a nation which deems itself wronged.
America Must be Neutral
"I thank you for the document you
have put in my hands containing the
result of an Investigation made by a
Judicial commission appointed by the
Belgian government to look into the
matter of which you have come to
speak. It shall have my most atten
tive perusal and most thoughtful con
sideration.
"You will, I am sure, not expect
mo to say more. Presently, I pray
God, very soon, this war will be over.
The day of accounting will then come,
when, take It for granted, the na
tions of Europe will assemble to de
termine a settlement Where wrongs
have been committed their consequences and the relative responsibility In
volved will be assessed.
"The nations of the world have for
tunately by agreement made a plan
for such reckoning and settlement
What such a plant can not compass,
the opinion of mankind, the final arbiter In such matters, will supply.
It would be unwise; It would be premature for a single government however fortunately separated from the
present struggle; It would be inconsistent with the neutral position of
any nation, which like this has no
part in the contest, to form or express
a final Judgment
"I need not assure you that this con
clusion, in which I Instinctively feel
that you will yourselves concur, is
spoken frankly because in warm
friendship, and as the best means of
perfect understanding between us; an
understanding based on mutual respect, admiration and cordiality.
"You are most welcome and we are
greatly honored that you should have
chosen us as the friends before whom
you could lay any matter of vital consequence to yourselves in the confidence that .your cause would be understood and met in the same spirit in
which it was conceived and Intend
ed."
Replies to William
President Wilson today replied to
Emperor William's protest that the al
lies were using dum dum bullets. The
ptesident's reply follows closely the
statement he made today to the Bel
gian commissioners protesting against
alleged German atrocities. His reply
to President Polncare's message will
follow the same lines.

displayed its respect for Justice, Us
TODAY IN CONGRESS
starch for progress and Instinctive at-l
tachment for the laws of humanity.
Therefore. It has won a moral influ
Washington, Sept. IB. Senate: Met
ence that is recognized by the entire
world. It Is for this reason that Bel at 11 a. m.
glum, bound as it la with undoubted
The filibuster against the rivr and
ties of commerce and increasing harbor bill was continued.
friendship, turns to the American peo
House: Met at noon.
ple at this time to let It know the real
Debate was resumed on the bill to
truth of the present situation. Resolved to continue its unflinching de codify the printing laws.

Three Points

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
and
Capital
Surplus
$125,000.00

STALLING HAS A
WINN II

a pennant possibility he proved his Nationals, the team with which he first
capability In this direction. In addi- broke into fast company.
He returned to tetrolt In 1899 and
tion, be piloted many minor league
champions between the years 1891 and the following year the Detroit club
with Stalltngs as manager became a
1009.
member of the new American league.
forty-fifthis
will
reach
Stalltngs
birthday next Thursday. Augusta, In 1901 Stalllngs had a falling out
e
Ga., was the place of hts birth. He with President Johnston and in
was barred from the American
graduated from the Virginia Military
.
institute and later took a course in a league for a ttpne.
In 1902 he entered upon a five-yea- r
Baltimore medical college. It was as a
member of the medical school base- contract as manager of the Buffalo
ball team that he first donned the team of the Eastern league. During
spangle3. He was an outfielder and hl3 five years in the Bison city he
catcher. His work attracted the at- won two pennants, finished twice in
tention of the Philadelphia Nationals eecond place and once In fourth place.
During the season of 1907 Stalllngs
and he was signed by that club in
as forced to remain idle on account
1S87.
After
the Phillies
loaned him to Toronto, which club won of sickness. This is the only season
the International league pennant that he has remained inactive during the 27
year. So Stalllngs finished his first years that he has been in the game.
season in professional baseball with a In the fall of 1907 Stalllngs applied
for a position as manager of the Cinvdnning outfit
The next year he was with the cinnati Reds, but was turned down by
Stockton, Calif., club, and In 1889 he the officials of that club. He ran fifth
played with the champion Oakland in his first season in New York and
club. He put In the season of 1890 developed a team which landed In
with the Brooklyn Nationals, another second place the next year.
In 1911-1- 2
Stalllngs was back In
pennant winner, and in 1S91 he re
Buffalo.
At the close of the 1912 sea
tired to California, as manager of the
San Jose club. This was Stalllnes' son, prompted by an ambition to win
first season as manager and his team a pennant in the big league before he
walked away with the championship. retired, he formed an alliance with.
He remained in San Jose the next sea- James Gaffney for the purchase of the
son and again his team proved a pen- Boston Braves, and last spring he
nant winner. In 1893 he took ch" " took that club urn'or his management.
of the Augusta. Ga, club and coppoU The "Big Chief" has, made good In Eos-to- n
and is now in a fair way to annex
the Southern league flag.
In 1894 and 1895 Stalllngs piloted the National league pennant and perthe Nashville team, landing In second haps a world's championship.
place the first year and winning the
championship the second season. In
Of the 24 players batting for .300 or
If 96 he signed as manager of the De- better in the Federal league 19 are
troit club In the old Western league. former .American or aNtional league
In 1897--8 he piloted the Phlladlephla players.
h

conse--ouenc-

WAY
BOSTON NATIONAL'S PILOT HAS
LANDED MANY BASEBALL
PENNANTS

Boston, Sept. 16. For some years
Tyrus Cobb and Napoleon Rucker have
monopolized the spotlight among na
tive Georgians in the world of base
ball. Any reference to Georgia was
not complete unless Tyrus and Napo
leon were mentioned as products of
that state. These two birds were the
the last word in diamond affairs from
Catoosa county to Trader's Hill, and
they certainly deserved all the praise
heaped upon them by their fellow citi
zens.
Eut this year the Georgia popular
ity trust has expanded. Ty and Nap
have been compelled to move over and
share the limelight with another
'Cracker," known far and- wide as
'Pig Chief Stalltngs, manager of the
Boston Braves.
Today Stalllngs Is as well known
and equally as popular among the fans
as either Cobb or Rucker. But unlike
these two he has not gained his place
among baseball celebrities as a player
(old timers declare that Stalltngs was
only a mediocre player at his best)
Ilia reputation is based wholly on his
successful work as a manager. In
Braves into
making over the tail-end

Why .Should I Smoke
TUXEDO?
TUXEDO
GEO. CURRY
New Mexico

"Twee Jo appeals to tne strongly
on account of Us cool, mildpleas-an- t
flavor. Therein lies Us superiority to all other tobaccos. "

is the logical smoke for
it is impossible to buy a

better tobacco.
Tuxedo is the logical smoke for the economical man because there are 40 pipefuls
in a ten-cetin making the average cost
of a cent!
per pipeful only
nt

one-four-

th

To buy cheaper tobacco means to get

less pleasure out of smoking, because it is
impossible to make a tobacco as good as
Tuxedo at less than the Tuxedo price!

HI fl?fPK

KB

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette

far

S

STANTON WARBURTON
Congressman, State of Washington

"My own experience leads me to
believe that every desirable quality
is present in Tuxedo Tobacco. It
is the best smoke
ever had. "

I

Tuxedo is made of only the finest, choicest selected leaves of perfectly aged Burley
tobacco. It is made by the original Tuxedo
process which takes all the pleasantness out
of tobacco and leaves all the pleasantness in!
Tuxedo has a deliciously mild, fragrant
aroma that is pleasant to all. It is the only
tobacco you can smoke in a room full of lace
curtains without leaving even a trace of an
odor.
i ......
t tJ"'
A trial will convince you that Tuxedo
is superior to every
t
y

i

I

' )

;gkB'.h.':'i

other tobacco you
have ever smoked.
Buy a tin

r

S

mid-seaso- n

IRVIN S. COBB
humorist and novelist

"I can't think f anU reason

why
like Tuxedo
do like it, very much."

I shouldn't
because

I

say

I

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
EVERYWHERE

Famous green tin with gold let-- "1
JL
tering, curved to fit the pocket VC
inner-lintConvenient pouch,
C
kJ w
with moisture-proo- f
paper
In GdM Humidor SOe and 90c
el

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BJLST GOODS OBTAIN ABU ALWAYS HANDLM

LODGE NO. 2, A, F. A FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night to
A. M. Regular communication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
third Thursday
mvca month. Visiting dially welcome. J. C. Werts, president;
others cordially In J. T. Buhier, Secretary; C. H. Bally,
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M H. 8. Van Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

ii

COLUMN

Petten. Secretary.

OP COLUMBUS, COUI
KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- - curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
nlnr conclave second Tues-- Pioneer building. Visiting member
dey In each mcnth at Ma are cordially Invited. Richard Derma,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Fraiii Angel. F. 8.

aT

Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAtN L
TOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-catiofirst Monday In each
month at Masonlo Temple
Flvs etntt per tins tach Insertion.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brinegar,
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a Una.
P'i F- - - B,00d 8eCre- - No,
No ad to occupy lets space than two
No.
gtfriji
tary.
All
advertisement
lines
charged
No.
will be booked at space actually set
O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. No.
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meets erery Monday erenlng at
Caah In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
brethren cordially Invited, to attend No.
J. Friedenstine, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No,
V. G.: T. M. El wood. Secretary: Karl No.
V. Hedgoock, No.
FOR
RENT Light
housekeeping Wertz, Treasurer; C

RATES

post-car-

FLEEING

FROM

WAR

ZONE

414

B. p. o. ELKS Meets second and
FOR RENT Three rooms for light
fourth Tuesday evening of each
housekeeping; five room unfurnish month Elks' home on Nlntli street
ed cottage. Inquire 1118 aNtlonal
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
avenue,
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
FOR RENT Modern six room house,
Secretary.
furnace and range. 600 Washing
ton.
KNIGHTi AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
100
100
FOR SALE
head fat steers,
Ladies always welcome O. L. Freehead good stock cattle, 10 head of
Miss Cora Montague,
horses. F. J, Wesner, East Las Ve man, president;
Financier; Mrs. A, V. Morrow, Local
Mexico.
New
gas,
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Assistant Deputy, 1011
Montague
out
SALE
FOR
At closing
prices for Sixth street East Las
Vegas, N. M.
two weeks only, surreys, buggies,
harness, saddles, and entire equip L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
ment of Cooley's Barn.
fourth Thursday
evening each
hall. Visltlnj
at
W.
O.
month
brothers cordially invited. Howard W
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
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NEURALGIA
Don't Suffer!

AT ONCE

Get a

Package
Headache
Powder

of Dr., James

You can clear your head and relieve

a dull, splitting or violent throbbing
headache in a moment with a Dr.

II.-,.-

Depart
1:11 a. U
4:44 a.
4:34 l. ft-7:44 a. a.

1:10 p. m
4:35 a. m
4:20 p. m
4:36 p. m

I.....
7..--

p.

1:8 a
1:04 a.

Arrive

1....

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-i- you use

f

EMPRESS
FLOUR
IA

done.

Wanted

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phon
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second

SHE ABANDONS PARIS
Santa Fe, Sept, 16. Mrs. M. .J.
M. A.
O'Bryan, sister of
Otero and of Page B. Otero, who has
been a resident of Paris the past few
years, wired today of her safe arrival
In New York and will be here In a
few days to spend some time with Mr.
and Mrs. Page Otero and children.

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Osteopathio Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 384
DR.

13
B. A.

SILVER

x:

CO

MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central

JONES-BOWEA-

Years Practical Experience,
JONES
W. Vf. BOWERS

0
EMPRESS
can be ob-

ALL. GROCERS

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

RETAIL PRICES

or Mora, Each Dal vary
Iba, to 2,000 Iba, Each Dallvary
Ibt, to 1,000 Iba, Each Dallvtry
60 Iba, to I0i Iba,, Each Dallvary
Lass than 5t Iba, Eaoh Dallvary

tOOII Ibt--,
1,000
200

Jennie Brown, Logansport, Ind., who
writes, "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy has been used
by members of my family and myself
for the past 20 years. For cramps
and summer complaint It cannot be
btat." For sale by all dealers. Adv:

(STER-

LING) FIN is W

tained in this city from

Attorney-at-La-

Colic and Dlarrheoa Cured
No one who has used the preparation will doubt the statement of Mrs.

FRENCH
tREY

N,

GEO. H. HUNKER

--

giving you

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR rcelb k
Made by GER
MAN PROCESS

and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
SALESMEN to sell current event pic Laemmle,
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lotures for window display; refer- cal Deputy. Visiting members are esences. Illustrated News, New Ha
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
ven, Conn.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

4

a present for doing something
ii i
you d do any
way when you
learn how Much
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorars,

Lastiis Qualities

1

OFFICE

Manager Clark Griffith of the Washington club Is quoted as saying that
the Boston Red Sox are the greatest

711 DOUQLAI

AVENUE

baseball team in the country.
PICTURE SLIDES
Santa Fe, Sept 16. A superb lot
of stereoptlcon slides just received by
the New Mexico exposition commission, were exhibited last night In the
assembly room of the Palace of the
Governors. They were mostly scenes
from the San Juan valley and the
crowd that beheld them was convinced
as will be the millions that will see
the mat the San Diego exposition that
the San Juan valley is indeed a land
good to Invest and live In. The San
Juon, Las Animas, La Plata valley
farms, orchards and homesteads passed In review. The prosperous homes,
tho abundance of water, the fertility
of the soil, the picturesqueness of the
country were all brought out making
the very best kind of publicity that
an empire in the making like that of
San Juan county, could possibly be

James' Headache Powder. Thia
headache relief acta almost mag
ically. Send some one to drug store
noV for a dime package and a few
moments after you take a powder you
;
American refugees, with their baggage, on a hay wagon making their way along the highroad above Avricourt, will wonder what became of the head
a French village near Luneville. This party, which was without food from early in the morning'ot August 1 until ache, neuralgia and ipali. Stop suf
(August 3, reached the railway at Embermpnil half an hour before all train service was suspended.
feringit's needless. Be sure you get
what you ask for,
given.
old-tim-
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Cemetery Trustee.

Seventh street.

ACCORDEON pleated ruffling
Phone Main 367.
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an.i some day marry an heiress who duchess and her three daughters have
bohe- fortune a name always been noted for a certain
cur to remind one of the "days of be- would grace with her
mian freedom from convention; they
fore." A story of the latest develop- borne by Henry Mil's secretary of have lived in an esthetic atmosphere.
DR. TWITCHELL WOULD NOT GIVE
ment In the married life of the marquis sUte and by successive generations of so to
sptak. which has not always been
IT WHERE PATIENT IS
and Marchioness or Anglesey has been warriors and statesmen. The fifth unreservedly approved by sundry stern l
IMPROVING
forwarded to The Optls as taken from marquis was only Charies' cousin, and an J rigid pillars of society. Not that
eastern
an
paper,
of
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that
Issue
to
suppose
the Sunday
it was reasonable
there was every anything essentially
"old timers" would be a son to Inherit the digniSanta Fe, Sept. 16. Dr. David C.
yhich will remind the
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when
a
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seems
that
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ties of Anglesey.
of the days back in
understand. For example, Lady
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here to the the fifth marquis was everything that you
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brochure
that
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a
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was
born
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Diana, demure and prim, once won a much
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uife of Captain Manners of
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discusses
and
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time,
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or
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m discovered that the 30,000
army, rusticating
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by taking off her shoes and
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the advances made in late
fl acres that went with the title were
probably little dreaming then that
in her stocking feet. Things lucidly
running
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the clinical use of tuberculin.
"catch"
be
the
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years
rich with coal and worth, in round like tl at.
daughter would come
even
the reader gathers from it
marIndirectly,
in
by
fifth
marriage
the
of her day, sought
numbers, f :0,000,000,
that
and
climate, open, air life in a coun
a nephew of King Edward VII,
quis had no very clear Idea of the
ASKS DAMAGES
GOVERNMENT
New Mexico, remain the only
like
beautimost
try
milthe
termed by the queen
proper uses for an income of a
Santa Ke, Sept 16. The federal dependable hope for those Btricken
In
kingdom.
woman
the
he
This
fact
a
lion
proceeded court
ful
year.
today set September 21 for the with the white plague, for the writer
There were actressNow comes the story of her separa- to demonstrate.
hearing of the motion for a bill of after careful, scientific discussion, detion from her husband after two short es and such there always are and
particulars in the case of the United clares:
years of married life. Following Is when he died suddenly at Monte Car- States vs. Clara True, et al.
"I consider tuberculin a very pow
the story as told by the eastern Jour-ta- lo in lflOS his body was shipped back
Assistant United States Attorney erful agent even in the very small
"
to England in "a plain deal box," as
G. Coors, In federal court today doses we now use, for good in care
Not quite two years ago Lady Mar the writer fellows say, and there were Iltnry
a motion to strike out portions fully selected cases, and maybe for
arsued
jorie Manners, whom Queen Alexan few to honor his memory.
answer in the case of distinct harm, if blindly used."
defendant's
of
dre railed "the prettiest girl in the
So, very suddenly, plain Charles tup United States vs. the Las Cruces
The writer refers to Dr. Trudeau
kingdom," was married to the sixth Paget found that he was, In truth. Sir
Company, as the authority that governs his con
and
Improvement
Building
Marquis of Anglesey, a young man of Charles Henry Alexander Paget, baro-i:- f
involving claim of t5,000 damages clusion, for under him he has worked
modest habits, engaging personality
i, Raron Taget of Beau Desert, Earl by Uncle Sam for a piece of property with tuberculin and he says of him:
and with a mighty estate. Inherited in of Uxbrldge, Sixth Marquis of Angle-sty-,
on which he had an option for a fed"I have never known him to advise
1905, which brings him an Income of
lord of numerous lordly mansions eral building, but which he charges this treatment in a case that was proclose to $1,000,000 a year, England, It and towered country seats (including was sold before the
option expired.
gressing satisfactorily under hygienic
teems, rejoices at the match, which tlic one in Staffordshire which had
Summers and climatic treatment."
States
United
Attorney
arpeared to be everything that a rested since 1546 on a mighty bed of Burkhart arrived today from AlbuFriedmann
Speaking Qf the
match of the sort should be.
coal), the catch of the season in querque to argue the case tomorrow cure the author cites the unfavorable
Today the marquis and marchioness London, and withal a very desirable of the United States vs. Reagen, in- opinion of a committee of the Asso
are irreparably estranged. The sepa- member of a very exclusive set And
the cancellation of a home-stia- ciation of Sanatorium Physicians of
ration is a mystery. Vague reasons the sixth marquis took his sudden ele- volving
Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
patent in Quay county.
iave been advanced, which, however, vation very quietly and nicely and
Dr. Twitchell has experimented with
aru such palpable guess work as not changed his manner of living not at
the Friedmann cure and obtained
BOOZE WAS HELD
to be worth mentioning. There Is no,t all.
results. How importSanta Ee, Sept 16 In the federal merely negative
a whisper of scandal. About the Arts "Why should I, by Jove?" he said
and climate are, he
ant
and
air
light
filed
of the year the marquis fell ill, and In It seemed that the
old marquis court today, the United States
the
with
illustrated
following experitwo
of
horses,
for the had acquired brains at Eton and a libel for the seizure
February went to
Dn. Trudeau:
ment
of
cure, taking the marchioness with him. Sandhurst in addition to the usual a marc and a gelding, each weighing
"Six inoculated rabbits were put in
M0 pounds, and a wagon, charging
Later he sent her back to England, things.
his
cellar, where it was damp and
that they were used to transport li sunless and were
paying that he needed a complete rest
Lady Anglesey is the oldest of the
lightly fed. Six
and would go to Naples. Since then tlii ee beautiful daughters of the Duke quor into the Isleta pueblo grant The healthv rabbits were placed in a
husband and wife have remained sev- of Rutland, head of th'3 Manners fam- property is in possession of Superin- neighbor's cellar under the same con
who also ac
erely apart. They have a baby daugh- ily, since the reign of Henry II one of tendent P. T. Lonergan,
ditions. Six Inoculated rabbits were
Miiruel
with
being the
Chaves,
ciifes
In
June.
born
ter, Lady Alexandra,
lh'i proudest houses in the realm. Her
placed on a very small island in SarCharles Paget did not expect to In- name was Victoria Marjorie Harriet person who introduced the liquor on anao lake, where they had plenty of
herit the title and estates of the fifth Manners, and she was born such Is the Indian lands. Deputy United States feed and could easily be captured. At
He went to faie in a tent in Las Vegas, N. M Marshal Carlos Creamer left today to the end of several weeks all the rab
Mnrquls of Anglesey.
It to San
Y on and then to Sandhurst, and later in 1S83. Her
father was simply Cap- seize the property and bring
bits in his cellar were dying of tuber
set for hearing
is
case
ta
The
Fe.
i "pived a commission in the Royal tain Manners
culosis. The six In the neighbor's
then and was rusticating
rse Guards. Ills parents hoped that with his wife in the territory for rea- - on October 15. Chaves is out on bond. cellar were thin, but showed no signs
1
would be a credit to the service, f ons of health. The ether two daughof tuberculosis. Of the. six on the Is
ters are Lady Violet (now Lady Elcho,
land some had a distinct tuberculosis
wife of the heir to the earldom of
the others showed only slight evi
but
ERUPT!
dences of infection, but the condition
,WemyBs) and Lady Diana, whoBe ra- of all animals on' the Island was re
(i!ant beauty Is the toast of London.
Lady Marjorie had been many times
markably superior to those in his
HEAD cellar."
wooed before she became Marchioness
cf Anglesey.
In other words the conditions for
Her noblest suitor, as
are most su
:'ar as rank goes, was Prince Arthur
Scalp Dry Like Powder. Scaled Over. the cure of tuberculosis
New Mexico
like
in
a
section
of Connaught, nephew of Edward VII.
perior
Used Cuticura Soap and OintThe prince was very much In love with
with plenty of sunshine, aridity and
ment. No Signs of Trouble Since.
When the U. S. Battleship
conditions favoring out of door life,
Indy Marjorta and, according to the
Fleet sailed round the world, it
to which are added the stimulation of
at ih'j time, his affection was
gossip
Granite Falls, Wash. "At the age of
carried
a
returned. But it seems that the duke, two years there came a scale on my little
high altitude.
his father, i iformed him that ha must girl's heart. Hor scalp was very dry like
wliieh roughed in the hair and mixed
Rube Cook has made arrangements
marry a girl worth at least 5,000 powder
With the scales. Eruptions would appear
for
the Cubs to play exhibition games
a
pounds
yenr, and Marjorie couldn't and at times they would Itch. They would
when I combed her hair. It seemed
in Cuba diring November.
qualify. Tlitn, at anoiher time, Craig bleed
'rape-Outscale 'over from one combing to the next.
Vadsworth of the American legation to '.' I commenced
to treat her as soon as I
VIOLATED HIS PAROLE
Pi.d the youu? Marquqis of Stafford
saw the least sign of the eruption.
I tried
FOOD
Solution
Santa Fe, Sept. 16. The attorney
at first and after
(ought, her and. Both were very
washed with
Soap but she got no
office today made out requimrch out of tlje running.
relief. Then I used the Cuticura Soap and general's
"There's a Reason"
for Carl LaRoche, held
sition
papers
hor
Lady Marjorie's bethrothal to Angle-Fethen
head,
Ointment, lathering
washing
at
and
the
Cuticura
in
Ointment
applying
Indianapolis, Ind., and
every
startled society, as it came at a
custody
In two weeks she was well and who is
morning.
with breaking his pa
time
when
charged
on
were
all
bets
placed
there have been no signs of the trouble
Compact In form
crisp,
The papers await
role
at
It. was
Prince
Also
Albuquerque.
Arthur.
since."
C
F.
Mrs.
(Signed)
Apr.
Johnston,
generally
sweet, and full of true nourishMcDonald
1914.
of
Governor
14.
the
signature
the
supposed that
"butterfly marquis,"
ment for body and brain.
as Anglesey was then called, was
and will be token east and served by
UNSIGHTLY PIMPLES ON FACE
Warden J. B. McManus. A reward of
about to bestow his name and fortune
WAR IN EUROPE has sent
$25 is out for the appjehenslon of Ka-F.
Box
Princess
B.
D.
No.
upon
In.
1,
11C, Harvey,
"Patsy," Connaught's
American food prices soaring,
V About two
alias George Stafford, who was
years ago pimples and black-beavivacious
Roche,
sister.
In
four
the
fsct,
but there's NO ADVANCE IN
broke out on my face. They were sentenced from
Quay county from one
"p'ayed around together," and society red and inflamed and burned terribly so
I sometimes would scratch them. They to two years In the penitentiary for larthe quartette as boon comof
that
spoke
PRICE OF
were very unsightly. I lost much sleep.
ceny of a horse, on November 17, 1911
panions. Gossips, by the way, found
I used two cakes of Cuticura Soap and a lie was
toothsome morsels In the marquis at- box of Cuticura Ointment
paroled and given employment
and the burning
tentions to Princess "Pat." For a (topped. In two months I was well.". by George Graham at Albuquerque, but
(Signed) George Maddorom, May S, 1914. decamped with $15 In cash, two suits
Grape-Nut- s
while they whispered that he had Jilted
of underwear, two shirts and two colher for "Billie" Burke. Anyway, the
Mall
Free
Samples
by
Anglesey-Manner- s
lars, which belonged to Graham. While
engagement was a
Sold by Grocers
Although Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cutiis only 22, It is charged that
surprise.
cura Ointment (50c.) are sold throughout
The Duchess of Rutland must have the world, a sample of each with 32-- Skin he did time in Atlanta, His mother
everywhere
Book will be sent free upon request. Adlivf at Las Vegas but his home was
smiled In triumph at her beautiful
d
dress
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston.'!
beautiful "catch." The
formerly Id Indiana, and It was at
daughter's
hi sold home that he was apprehend
ed. He left Albuquerque on October
From time to time little things
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Have you gviest from out of town?
Did you entertain your friends?
Have yovi
item of interest ?
Do you want cdvacnce information
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial

room"

bud SH ARD

IP)

you property for sale?
Do you wooit work or help?
Hove you lost something?

Hescve

bud. SI 0 00
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CHT

HiS FIST

USED

TO HELP CUPID
CARO- jARNER STRUCK RE-- .
TO
LII.'VONTANO
STORE HER LOVE.

CHARLES

'

will te 13 diiya before Charles
Garner will know whether his elforts
to restore Carolina Montano's love for
time in the city JalL Miss Montano

It

city Jail.
When arraigned this mornic? Garner pleaded guilty to a charge of
fighting. He said he and Carolina
had been engaged to be married, but
that the girl's mother nfused to give
her consent. Last night, he oaid, the
another
girl attended a dance with
to punher
struck
he
and
young man,
r - """
.
ish her.
'
"nvhv didn't jou hit the other fel
low. Instead of the girl, lf you felt
asked
obliged to punish somebody?"
Murray.
Judge
"I had no trouble with the fellow,"
Garner replied.
Bofore being led off to jail the
young man laid his hand on tHe girl's
shoulder and bid her an effectionate
ferfarewell, which she returned with
nsta-ran- t
vor. Garner is employed In a
as a dishwasher.

.. m m

LOCAL

NEWS

Alice Joyce at the Photoplay

FANCY

have another Lot of
those fine .

Wednesday 20

STORE

STEARNS

FAMILY ROW ENDS

H

CHICKENS

BY ARREST OF

Old Taylor vVhtsRey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.
9

AND WIFE ARE SENTENCED
TO JAIL FOR DISORDERLY

MAN

--

Pinch's Golden Welding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

3 lbs for 25c

Mr. and Mrs. Tranquilino Paca
VIRGINIA SWEET POTATOES

GRAPES

MISSION

50c per Basket
JOHN II. YORK

Adv.
Mrs. F. M. Haskell, wife of Wells
Fargo and Company's Agent F. W.
Haskell, was seized yesterday with an
attack of acute appendictis. Today It

is thought by her physician that it may
not be necessary to operate, though
Photoplay Theater tonight, Alice the danger point is by no means pass
Joyce series "The Brand,' a power ed
ful two-ree-l
feature, also Hearst-Seli- g
news. Adv,.
war
weekly
The condition of John Harris, Jr.,

injured several
struck
by a charge
ago
days
by being
from an accidentally discharged shotgun, Is reported today as satisfactory.
There is every indication that" Mr.
Harris will regain the full use of his
arm, the muscles of which were badly
torn by the shot.
who was seriously

Op en for Business
RUGS

511 6th St.

BAiiING IS A PLEASURE
when

ill

results are

cer-

tain. Try baking with our
flour and after the first trial
you'll be so sure o good
bread, cake or pastry that
you'll no longer regard baking as a task but as a pleasure. Order a sack today.
We guarantee every sack
to give satisfaction or give
your money back.

I

,

good

(

ASK YOUR GROCER

T5he

At

Las Vegas Roller Mills

the Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

We he.ve on hand the Choicest
of

TOO

LATE

TO

Q

low as any
According to Quality

o
6

COLUMBIA

15
20

Watt
Watt

25
40

Watt

LAMPS ARE THE BEST MAZDA
INCANDESCENT
LAMPS MADE. PRICfcS GUARANTEED

Watt

Phone Main 379

LUDVJ3G

3DC

30c
30c
-- 30c

60

Watt -

100 Watt
150
250

Watt
Watt

Interest Paid en Time Deposits

AD

TIRES

TU BES

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.
ALL WORK

.

GUARANTEED FOR ITS FERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

CLASSIFY

RENT Nicely furnished room,
strictly modern; one or two ladies
or man and wife. 1013 Second

street
Furnished housekeeping
rooms. Phone Main 248, 721 Fourth.

FOR RENT

RENT Two room
house. 921 Lincoln.

FOR

furnished

To my Friends and Patrons:
I bave Just returned from Castle's
School of Dancing, and prepared to
teach all the latest dances. I will be
located at F. B. Hall, and give my
opening ball on Wednesday, Septem-

ber

16.

MRS. ED O'BRIEN.

Adv.

I
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Written Guarantee J

m
id

3

goes with every car to
effect that: IF
the price declines the
buyer will have the
amount of the decl'ne

the

LET US
Clean
or Dye

refunded.

your old

Garments.

WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

HI

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for Tho Ford

I III I

I!

rrj;!

i

-" "

'

"

--

j$1.80
Prompt Delivery

Next to Bridge

Q

o
It
M

'

mm'J'"'

r

Your Greatest Pay Day Opportunity,
Johnsen's Great Remodeling Sale
Our immense Stock being slaugtered to
make way for carpenters and bricklayers

20

to 50

off

ON EVERYTHING

A
A
A
A

70c.
$1.10

need-

CONE AT OUR SHOP

$30.00 Sideboard now
30.00 Book-Cas- e
now
24.50 Brass Bed now

Fqw Prices:
01B.00
15.00
10.35

$5.00 Matress now
Q2.BO
36.00 Circassian Walnut Dresser 21 .GO
A 34.00 Chif foiner to Match Dresser
A
A

20.40

40c

VJ3. ILFELD

Everything in Hardware and Furniture

Q

Reserve Bonk

Federal

FOR

ioir

.fQggj
o More Light for Less Money

evs

THE GRAAF& HAYVVARD CO.STORE

io

OF THE

We offer out patrons an especial
guarantee of benefit and security.

super-intenden-

ip-i-r

A MEMBER

Stales

United

at

stcry.
Neighbors, being deprived of sleep,
informed the police and Night Officer
Ward arreBted the couple. This morn
ing, when arraigned in police court,
they were fined 10 or ten aays in
jail. Because she has three young
children, Mrs. Baca's sentence was
suspended. Her husband, however,
was put in Jail, as he said he did not
have the money to pay the fine.
"Go home now and take care of
ycur children," Judge Murray told the
woman, after Baca had teen locked
up. The woman, replied by cursing
and said she did not care i she never
saw her children again. The jujdge
ordered her led homo. The Bacas are
said to neglect their children, and
complaint has been tfiade to the po
lice that they probably give the younger baby opiateB to make it sleep while
they attend dances at night.

ROSA SCHOOL

The body of Pedro Padilla, who was
killed in a revolver duel on Moreno GOOD WORK IS DONE IN NEW DEstreet on the West side Monday night,
PARTMENT, HEADED BY
was buried this morning in St Jos-ep'- s
OMAR BARKER
cemetery. Many relatives and
friends accompanied the body to the
Santa Rosa, Sept 16. The Guadagrave side.
lupe County High school at this place
has added a new and interesting featThe Page Furniture and Undertak- ure to its regular line of work. A
ing Company today opened its under- night echool 13 beinj taught, ;uI'or.
taking department In the room just free, for the be.ietit of all those,
west of the Agua Pura offices on Doug- young and old, who cnot attend d:v
las avenue. Charles J. Day, aa ex- school.
offered an
The subject
perienced embalmer and funeral direc- Spanish, elementary English, elementtor, has charge of the department
ary arithmetic, business aii'limctic,
bookkeeping, shorthan 1 and typewritThe Maroons and tae baseball com- ing. This Ig a valuable innovation in
mission are all working hard for the a public school and Is nicotine with
tho success of the ball at the armory Temarkable success. Therrs is ad en
tomorrow evening. The team Is busi- rollment of IS In tho iiiht school,
ly engaged In selling tickets, preparing which ig held three evenings each
the hall for the event and arranging week, and 21 in the regular day high
for the music, refreshments and other school.
matters that relate to the comfort and
The high school Is under the
of Robert E. Galloway, and
good time of the guests. From the
adance sale of tickets, it is probable principalship of S. Omar Barker. An
that the armory will be well filled effort to serve those who need it rathwhen the orchestra starts, and it is er than those alone who can attend
suggested that as far as possible tick during the day ig worthy ot trial In
ets be bought in advance to save all any county or other public high
confusion and delays at the window. school, the Uachers- believe.

Fruits and Vegetables.
Price

SANTA

Adv.

AS

tended a dance on Railroad avenue
avenue last night and had a good time
tangoing and hesitating and ragging
with their friends. Upon their return
to their home, near the corner of
Eighth street and Lincoln avenue,
they did not hesitate to uegiu
lg" each other for alleged flirting
wtlle at the baile,.or some other
Words were used in profession, some of them being carefully se
lected and highly expressive, tnougn
not entirely eloquent or slutable for
ptrlor conversation, according to the

w e are

Phone Vegas 114

M.

CONDUCT

HZE DA
THE CASH GROCER

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

FRESH TOMATOES

The largest and most complete wall
paper stock in the state, will De on
Word has been received from H. L.
sale for the next 15 days, at discounts Waldo, New Mexico solicitor for the
from 20 to 50 per cent at Coors Lum Santa Fe railways, that his health,
ber Co. Adv.
which has been a source of alarm to
his many friends, is much Improved,
Our entire line of wall paper, in and that he expects to make a trip
cluding the varnished tiles, Meltons, to New Mexico in the near future
Oat Meals, Ingrains, and cut out bor- The judge is at his home in Kansas
ders, are on sale at 20 to 50 per cent City.
off of our regular competition meeting prices. Coors Lumber Co. Adv.
Deputy Sheriff Pipkin of McKinley
ccunty arrived yesterday afternoon
The regular meeting of the Ladies' from Gallup to take charge of E. A.
ft Aid society of the First Christian Smith, who was arrested Monday by
church has been postponed until Chief of Police Coles upon, telegraphic
Thursday, October I, All members request. With his prisoner the officer
are requested to take notice.
left for home yesterday evening. The
I man
is wanted for passing several al-The Ladies' Aid society of thej,el,ed worthleS3 check3. During the
Church of the Immaculate Conception time te wa8 worWng here, a period
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 of three
months, Smith behaved in an
o'clock with Mrs. Fred Nolttte, 807
manner. He went under
exemplary
WITH A FUL LINE OF MEDIUM AND HIGH GRADE FURNITURE,
Uouglas avenue. All members are re- the name of J. E. Williams. Previous
ETC.
CARPETS, RUGS, LACE CURTAINS, PORTIERS,
quested to be present.
to being requested to arrest the man,
Chief Coles had learned his correct
First Installment of the "Million name.
Dollar Mystery"" Thursday, September
17. We will also run & matinee from
We have the finest line of room-siz- e
Rugs in Las Vegas in all
3 to 6 p. m. for the benefit of those
NIGHT CLASSES IN
grades. These are made up in special designs, not found In ordischool, admission free.
attending
nary stock rugs. Come In and see them.
Mutual
Theater.
welcome.
Everybody

We ate glad to open accounts
with responsible people,

Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier

E. D. Faynolds, Vice President
H allot Reynolds, Cashier. ,

BACAS

Remember our coal Rnd wood depart
ment We are headquarters for fancy
screened lump, egg, and pea coal, and
ecially prepared base burner coke;
also hard coal, all sizes. Coors Lum
ber Co. Adv.

Pounds Fancy White
Potatoes

. mwtttti

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

See us before buying your fall suit
We have not the largest Btore in Las
Vegas but we have thf) largest stock
of men's suits. Taichtrt's. Adv.

Strawberry Apples.

SPRING

H .

16, 1914

Special wall paper sale September
Adv.
5 to SO at Coors Lumber Co.

Co.

Maiden Blush Apples

u u n.

"65c and 75c

to- -

Try a can of our famous wall paper
cleaner for that room that Is a little
too good to repaper. Coors Lumber

PEARS
lbs lovhOO

a ii'

Adv.

night

his fist have proved surcssful,
Police Judge D. It. Murray having
The Placita Ranch company has or
him to epend that length of
dered two cars for a sheep shipment
time In the city ail Mis Montano
tomorrow to Cimarron.
attended a dance on Railroad uv.nue
last evening. While Pon nor way
fcome with another girl she vas enGlass, paints, varnishes and brushes,
the best la the city; prices the lowest.
countered by Gamer, wno struck her
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
OfCoirs Lumber Co. Adv.
In the face, knocking her down
ficer Pierce Murphy hear! the girl
Carriage out Saturday morning.
Let your next fall suit be an Adler
ecream and ran to her assistance. He Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
arrested Garner and placed him in the
licthester. The largest selection in
Clothing
Las Vegas at Taichert's
Store. Adv.

We will

t

SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

fiIany Goods Bciovi Goal.
J. C. JOHNSEN & SON.
EVERYTHING FOR THE HOME.

